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The head of Germany’s BfV domestic intelligence agency accused Russia of being behind a
widespread cyber attack on German energy providers, according to the RND newspaper chain.

Hans-Georg Maassen told the newspaper group there were several reasons to believe Russia
was involved, including the way the cyber attack was executed.

“The modus operandi is in fact one of multiple indications that point to Russian control of the
attack campaign,” the group quoted Maassen as saying.

Related article: German Journalist Accuses Russian World Cup Squad of Doping

Russia has repeatedly denied trying to hack into other countries’ infrastructure. Asked to
comment on Maassen’s accusations, Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said: “We don’t
know what he was talking about.”

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/04/27/german-journalist-accuses-russian-world-cup-squad-of-doping


“They should give facts,” said Maria Zakharova, spokesman for the Russian foreign ministry.

Germany’s BSI federal cyber protection agency disclosed the cyber attack dubbed “Berserk
Bear” on June 13, citing efforts by hackers to penetrate the computer networks of many
German energy and electricity providers.

The agency, which first warned about such possible attacks a year ago, said the attack had
managed to breach only the office networks of a few companies.

Maassen did not identify how many companies were targeted in the attack, which BSI has said
is now under control.

Related article: Special Forces Likely Behind DNC Hack, Says Former Top KGB Agent

The United States in March also blamed Russia for a campaign of cyber attacks on the U.S.
power grid that Washington said began in March 2016 or possibly earlier.

Foreign Minister Heiko Maas in April also said Germany had to assume that Russia was behind
a cyber attack on the foreign ministry that was discovered in December.

Reuters contributed reporting to this story. 
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